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Englische Kurzfassung / Traducao Parcial em Ingles / English Translation 

Alfons Hug 

Arte Amazonas 

An artistic expedition 

Almost 500 years separate the quest for discovery under-· 
taken by the Spanish conquistador Francisco Orellana, who, 
sailed down the Amazon river in the early 16th century, and. 
the uPsyd1edelic Trip» of his compatriot Pedro Romero., 
The young artist from Seville calls his installation, which. 
was created at the mouth of the Amazon in 1992, i. e, 
Co lumbus Year, nLa Selva Dcseada": the Amazon asan illu--
sion, as a mixture of visual images, sounds and smells from 
the jungle; impressions captured on a boat trip in the ;lnm. 
of the Amazon delta.Joseph Conrad's "Heart of Darkness" 
in a concentrated and less rhreacening version 
- The Brazilian artist Walterico Caldas bas designed a mm· · 
pletely different kind oflabyrinth:200 zeros made of70d if.-
fe.rent rypes of Amazon wood; arranged in an infinite· 
sequence of rows, they symbolize the grandeur and immen·-
sity of the Amazon. 
- Using discarded wood, the Portuguese artist Juliao Sar·· 
menro constructed a crooked lean-to shack, like thousands. 
ofothers in the rampant wilds at the edges of the big cities in 
the tropics. The inside of the hut, which is painted bilious, 
green and to which there is oo entrance, consist~ of trash,, 
Amazon earth and Little pcnci I drawings depicting scenes of 
sex and violence, visible only through the slats between the-
boards: the Amazon as a 'peepshow'. 
- Raffael Rheinsberg from Berlin was hot on the !Tail and 
found the legendary 'El Dorado' - which the Spanish and 
Portuguese conquerms sought in vain -on the banks of the 

Madeira River. Taku1g98 iron drill bits,so-called "abaraxis" 
(the Brazilian for pineapple), taken from "dragas", floating; 
platforms on which legions of"garimpeiros" pan alluvial 
gold, he arranged them in the fonn of a pineapple plan·-
tation. 

Four different attempts to approach the complex thtm~ 
"Amazonas'', which lends itself to such an abundance of 
artistic interpretations- At the invitation of the Goethe 
Institute in Brasilia, a good two dozen artists from all over 
the world came to the largest river on earth for a three-week 
workingvisit in February 1992. The project took as its start-· 
ing point the idea of bringing together artists from various 
cultural contexts and having them work directly in the 
Amazon situation itself and the impressions this makes and 
far away from their familiar studio surround ings. An issue 
that has been sufficient! y ill urninated from tl1e political and 
scientific angle was now to be contemp latttl from a sub--
jective, artistic vanrage point, 

How did the artists go about it? 
Dur ing the first week in February, three groups moved 

into studios which 1·he sponsor and its Brazilian cosponsor 
had selected: the boathouse of the "Clube do RemoM in the 
centre of the ~ity ofB~lem, still heavily marked by colonia-
lism, tbe saw workshop of the "lnstituto Nacional de Pes-
quisas da Amazonia" research facility in Manaus and,, 
finally, the locomotive hall of the defunct nMadeira-
Mamon!" jungle railway in Porto Velho. The artists spent 
the first few days getting to know the respeni ve city and the 
vicinity; they met with Amazon experts, visited universities,, 
museums of natural history and research facilities, held dis-
cussions with representatives of the Indios and embarked 
on excursions into the jungle. 

In the weeks thereafter, the artists completed thei.r project 
designs and garhered material which is, in all cases, of local 
origin: things they found on the streets and markets, species 
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of tropical wood, scrap metal and minerals. Toward the end 
of the third week, most of the works had been finis bed: most 
of them three-dimensional (environments, installations 
and sclllptures), not a few of which were created in collabo-
ration with local craftsmen, "caboclosM (loc:al peasants) and 
fovela residents. 
Antony Gormley's work is a good example of this: a field 
consisting of25,000 fired day figures which were produced 
by 60 inhabitants of a poor section of the city of Porto 
Velho. Bjorn Loevin also built his ''manioc press• with the 
help of a farmer from the Amazon island of" Terra Nova". 

Tbe workshop character of the: project is charaeteristicof 
n Arte AmazonasM. The artists not only worked together in 
the studio; they also spent their free time together, sharing 
their experiences and giving each other a helping hand. 
Young arti~ts from Belem and Porto Vc:Lho offered to work 
as assistants or took part in parallel workshops. This made it 
easier to integrate the project into the local art scene, It goes 
without saying that the studios were open to all who were 
interested in art. 

lfone takes a closerlook at the words, the following main 
topics emerge: 
I. The living conditions of the people in Amazon, both 
among the"caboclos" and among the people who live in the 
favelas (slums); 
2. The contrast between city and rural life. Urban versus 
"primitive" forms of living; 
3. Virgin and endangered nature; 
4. The variety of different species iu the Amazon; 
5. The exploitation of resources (c. g. gold). 

Hutnan intrusion into the natural habitat, tbedestructi.on 
of the rain forest, for example, which Felix Emile Taunay 
had already made the subject ofh.is painting "Mata rcduzida 
a carvao" as long ago as 1850, is only one, albeit an impor-
tant, concern of the artists. The presentation of nature's 
strength and vitality, the many sides to the Amazon and the 
creativity of the people who live is an equally important 
concern. 

A few artists tread i.n the footsteps of the 19th century 
natural scientists and undertook expeditions into the 
jungle: like bis models Henry Bates, Richard Spruce and 
Theodore Roosevelt, Mark Dion, an Amerimn, went deep 
into the jungle and dug upa piece of earth which be will be 
examining for unknown insects with the help of a Braz.ilian 
entomo logist dllring the exhibition in the "Museu de Arte 
Modema" in Rio de Janeiro. 

Marina A bmmovic chiseled out si"X large blocks of quartz 
in the inaccessible mines ofMaraba , which she reworked to 
form a field of meditation. Bill Woodrow and Raffacl 
Rheinsberg went to the gold-diggers on the Madeira River 
and drew their inspiration from them. 

Mario Cravo Neto traveled on a Brazilian navy hospital 
ship for a month - from Manausall the way to the Rio Purus 
- and video-filmed the life of the population along the river 
banks. Elementary experiences which can only enrich a pro-
ject such as "Arte Arnazonas". 

Untou ched and endangered nature 

"The Chinese were hired to clear land, they penetTated the 
jungle. The Germans did the cleaning-up work and leveling. 
The Barbadians were preoccupied with reinforcing the rail-
way embankment. The Spaniards who came from Cuba's 
repressive colonial system were fore.men ru1d stood guard. 
Everyone had his designated job, the working day was ll 
hours long, whereby everyone has a right to a break at noon. 



But all of the men, reg;irdless of their natiooal icy. bad the 
same look abou t them. All of them looked ragged, over-

worked, scrawny and weak like convicts who had been 
sentenced to hard labour ." 

Today there is no letup in the invasion ofcivilization imo 
an u.ntouched world, described here by Marcio Souza in h.is 
novel Mad Maria, which narrates the story of the con-

struction of the railroad link from Madeira to Mamore 
(1874-1912). The Amazon is covered with the traces of 
exploitation by the western world: Whereas the symbo ls of 
progress at the turn of the 19th century were the opera 

houses of Belem and Manaus, or the "Casa de Fierro" 
immortalized in literature by Vargas Liesa, which was 

brought from Germany to Iquitos by a Peruvian rubb er 

baron, today they are the huge dams and mines. The young 
Frankfurt artist Nikolaus Nessler deals with the collision 
between untouched nature and industrialization in his 

installation, which consists of an Indio canoe and a tele-
graph pole tumfd upside-down. Thousands oflndios were 

driven out of their native homelands during the construc-
t.ion. of tbe telegraph line to Rondt'ln.ia at the turn of the 

century. Ncssler's work is an artistic contribution to the 
Struggle between the "ambien.talis tas" (conservationists) 

and desenvolviment .istas (advocates or economic develop-
ment). 

The Nigerian El Anatsui, with a milled totem pole, and 
the Th ai Montien Boonma, with a sawn-up tree trunk, also 
interveue in this discussion. Both artists corne from 

countries in which the destruction of rain forests has al ready 
gone further than in Brazil. 

Miguel Rio Branco takes up a subject that is no less explo-
sive: in a photo installation he confronts the life or the 

Kayap6 indio s, who are close to nature , with the barbarian 

scenes of violence from large Brazilian cities. The voice of 
the indigenous artists is heard in a video installation: films 
which they shot themselves and in which they - like the 

Indio photographers in Peru - describe their living con-
ditions , their everyday lives and their festivals. "Arte 

Amazonas" thus opens up a view on an alternative blue-
print for a society whose main features-are self:sufficiency 

and consensus-base d democracy, two fondamental prin -

cip les which are of the highest relevance today in a world 
1vhen: the rich countrie s are consum ing the planet's 
resources at an .incredible pace. 

The good 2,000 kilometers of jungle separating Belem 

and Porto Vellio i.n many ways still resemb le a "green 
carpet" - from a bird's eye view. Actually "only" about 10 % 
of the vegetation has been destroyed on the almost 500 mil-

lion hecta res of the Brazilian part of Amazon, which is 15 
times the size of Germany. The rate of deforestation ranges 

between 25 % in the mo st severely affected federa l state of 
Rond(lnja, located on the Bolivian border , and 2 % in 

"Amazonas" (capital: Manaus), the largest federal state, 
which is LS million km2

; it is thus probab ly the mosr intact 

jung le area on earth. The total population of the Amazon is 
substantia lly higher than the numberofinhabitants in a city 

such as Silo Paulo. In other words, compared with other tro-
pical regions of the world, in Asia or Africa. for example, the 

Amazon is still relative ly intact. Owi.ng to incisive govern-
mental measures, but also as a consequence of the Brazi lian 
economic crisis, which has deterred investmeots, the pace of 

clearing activities by burning down forest has fort unatdy 
d.im.inished in recent years: Wherea s in 1987, at the height of 

the wave of destruction, a total of 90
0
000 kn.i1 were 

deforested, last year the f(gure was ''o nly'' 20,000 km ' 

according to the Brazilian Ministry of the Environment. 
Many settlers who had streamed .into the Amazon region by 

the hundreds of thousands during the 1970s and 1980s are 
now disenchantedly rurnjng their backs on the jungle. The 

infrastructure is falling apart - the "Transama zonica", which 
is 5,000 kilometers long, a chimera of techno logical pro-

gress, has degenerated into a rough country road aDd only a 
third of it is still passable. 

Has Man granted nature a brief respite, ha\ 
Tropics" of Claude Levi-Strauss grown brighter, w ,.. 
Ribeiro too quick in striking up his ''Tropical Requiem"? 
Ce1tainly not, if one considers the plightofZ00,000 Indios. 

The survi:val of a few of the )70 remaining ethnic groups -
there wese almost 300 of tl1em at the turn or the century - is 
in jeopardy, others are forced to share their habitat and sur-

roundings with hundreds of thousands of "garimpeiros" 

who arc themselves outcasts in their own society. And tl1e 
latter are also moving ever deeper into the jungle, causing 
consid erable damage to the environment with their uncon-

trolled gold-digging. Several rivers are already so polluted 
with mercury that the fish are now virtually inedible. 

Another problem which was of concern to more than a 
few participants in "Arte Amazonas" is the wilderness 
encoumered within the Amazon cities, where the same 
processes of impoverishment are taking place as in the 

metropo lises in the rest of Brazil. If one inquires as to the 
reasons for this adverse development, one will be least likely 

to find the answers to them in Amazo n itscl( An1azon has 
inherited tl1e principle of rapaciously devouring nature and 

the exploitative social structures from its masters on both 
sides of the Equator. If" Arte Amazonas" were able, using 

the media of art, to call attention to a few of these inter-
cormected areas - and tbey are having ao impact worldwide 

- then the proje ct would already have served its purpose. 
(English translation by Jeremy Gaines) 

Nikolaus A. Nessler 

The conference of silence 

While on a trip tO the Amazon region jn 1990, I arrived in 

Porto Velho , where comp letely to my surpri~e I discovered 
the huge industrial ha lls of the "ferrovia Madeira-

Mamore" . The railway depot created the impression of an 
abandon ed backdrop, reminiscent of films by Herwg. Yet 

these halls are not the forgotten traces of cultural proselyti-
sation but are rather evidence of a failure on a gigantic scale: 

Here, the utopia of a country's economic and technologica l 
revital ization came to an end. I photographed this lands -

cape of ruins composed of heavy metal parts, corrugated 
metal, steel girders, locomotive s and mountains of screws, 

made a mental note of the rest and then return ed Lo Brasilia. 
A few weeks later Alfon s Hug asked me to suggest an idea 

for an artistic contribution to the United Nations environ-
men tal conference in June 1992. 

Porto Velho, .February, 1992 
Porto Vclho is loea ted on the Madeira River, which flows 

a.round the crty in a horseshoe. bend. The view of the lazily 

flowing rive( brought to mind the streets oflarge European 
cities. Only, unlik e the familiar places, this tropical region is 

a ~setting~ for totalities. On the horizon, a forest which, for 
all of its frazzled and eroded edges, goes on for another few 

thousand kilometers. In addition, a moist heat which makes 
it difficult for any particle or square centimeter of skin to 

breathe and gives you the sensation of being in a completely 

unknown body . 
In a placesu.ch as this, I find myself in the rights pot for an 

artist: I am in the middle of the world. TI1e horizon here 

fonns a complete circle aro und you. The boat which brings 
travellers to the opposi te shore begins to dri~ slowly, tbe 
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shores start to spin. it is easy to create art here. In this lands-
cape which is being drained of its resources, on this ground 
that is gutted by drills, under the darkened sky, 1 find an 
atmosphere that is extreme and dramatic. It already-has 
everything that otherwise has to be staged specially. There is 
no place more suitable for art than one where nature keeps 
me away from it. 

My greatest concern when I moved to Brazil was the pro-
spectoffind ingmysdf satisfied with the world again,in har-
mony with tbe world, whereas I bad never been satisfied 
with it before and this dissatisfaction appeared to be the 
reason for my anisticactivity. I was thus afraid of no longer 
wanting to do anything, of no longer wanting to change or 
improve anything. In this desire I recognized myself as ~ 
European. l sensed where this peculiar phenomenon of 
"civilisation" came from and with ir what kind of dis-
position is the prerequisite for culture. 

However, once there a view of the world opened up 
which the native populations are said to have, serene.above 
it all, self-evident and completely in touch with one's 
natural surroundings. 

We wanted to see this view, to get to know this bond of 
intimacy with the earth. We drove for a whole day, Mario, 
Antony, Christian, Bill and I. The car stumbled over the 
potholes which break up the strip of asphalt that runs 
through the forest. At the end of t he tarmac, in 1--lumaita, we 
waited for the ferry that would take us across the Madeira. 
An old man with a wrinkled face and a glass eye ran a bar on 
the shore. He was the doonnan of civilisation and did not' 
seem to think too much of what went on beyond his own 
environment. He was at the right place, more between the 
two sides of the river than 0 11 one or the other shore. He 
roped anyone who came by into a game of snooker, which 
he usually won. He swore and laughed, simultaneously and 
incessantly, danced around on the narrow balcony of his 
new house at a precarious height. Jumped down onto the 
street, now you see him, now you don't. He had given us to 
believe that the ferry was out of order and we hung around 
in his bar fora few hours, t-ating, drinking, playing billiards 
and Bill caught fish on the shore. He also (aught a candiru, 
which the cranky old man joked about and threw at buddies 
who stopped by. It is said that the candinl slips into the ori-
fices of bathers and eats them up from the inside. 

Suddenly the ferry appeared and we went on our way. For 
a few kilometres our route took us along the Trans-
amazonica. This was the magnificent sounding name for a 
road that was very much like a dirt road through a German 
field. 

From the road one could occasionally glimpse huts th,u 
were hidden behind manioc bushes and banana trees. There 
were no people in sight. One single roan came towards uson 
the road and we stopped him. We asked whether he lived 
here and whether he knew where the Indios were who had to 
have a village somewhere nearby. He told us that we bad 
about another 25 km to go. We exchanged a few words with 
him and then decided to turn around, took him with us in 
the station wagon and drove back to the river. That was 
where he lived and he w;ually had to walk for three hours to 
get home. In the car we talked with him for quite a while 
a boot fishing and after he had got out we took rhe road back 
in the rwilighL (n $ilcnce. 

T thought of the reason for our being here and of the 
questionable conference which had already been talked to 
death before it had even begun. The idea occurred to me of 
calling another conference, a conference of silence. I imagi-
ned calling together hundres of delegates, heavily armed 
with information, problems and solutions, high-level offi-
cials, heads of state, presidents and secretaries, interpreters, 
scientists, logistics expats and strategists to the conference 
of silence, ( saw them waving for the cameras, shaking each 
others' hands and patting each other on the back, gesticulat-
ing from the speaker's podium, with earnest and smtined 
expressions on their faces. They shou ld do everything they 
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had always done at a hundred other conferences; there was 
only one· thing they should not do - talk. They should be 
silent. 

On tl1c other days we worked, we did an amazing amount 
of work. We made friends among the people who helped us. 
They, in turn, introduced us to people who were their 
friends, we sat at their tables and found out that we were all 
strangers. However, in comparison to othe r encmrnters be-
tween. strangers, very few questions were asked that were 
related to ourwork-tharwastaken for granted: it was "arte". 
The things that we produced io the locomotive halls with 
the help of workers and that we procured with the help of 
committed assistants meant something. An was the way we 
treated these things. We talked a great deal about how they 
were made but seldom did we talk about why. It seemed to 
be a matter of recreating the world, for it was zealous work. 
The fact that we were producing three-dimensional 
creations seemed to be important. They were models or 
prototypes of a sort. The mode of production became just as 
important as the idea. 

It was here that I witnessed the realisation of the idea that 
I could not stop thinking about, but which I did not often 
mention: What would it be like ifwe looked ar the world asa 
tool and everything on the outside, the whole world for that 
matter, as material? ln other words, if art, as the origin of the 
word implies, were the mode of making and this mode wer~ 
related to more than mere colourand canvas, for example to 
the treatment of political questions as weU? 

Admittedly, I was thinking of a Trojnn horse when 
pondering this project. Butnotone that was equipped for an 
offensive. On the contrary. More peace and quiet should be 
spread, stlence. 

After the first artempt at cooperation with an exhibition-
maker wbo was a friend of mine, I knew that I would have to 
escort this horse as a traveller on the inside as well as on the 
outside. 

I am tempted to suspect that the whole scene surrounding 
the making of an exhibition does the exact opposite of w har 
it sets out to do: it puts the autonomy of art 1n jeopardy. 
Often enough someone considers himself the "super-.1nist" 
who engages "supporting an ists" to verify bis assumptions 
and who then become no more than a part of some philo-
sophy or other. This is something I wanted to avoid and l 
travelled back and forth between the two sides of the river 
for that reason; the movement did me good. 

For all of the commitment to a cause, the overriding pur-
pose was to create an. In this case, at an important point in 
time ~nd at a neuralgic spot on the earth. 

No matter where art's true place is - and 1 cannot say 
where that is precisely and think it is safe and sound in the 
museum for the time being - it still comes from neuralgic 
spots such as this one. Porto Velho, Manaus or Belem are 
not paradisi,1cal spots, they are completely unsuitable sites 
for spending a holiday, for example. But they are places 
which are just as mud1 in the middle of the world as a street 
comer in Detroit or the halls of the railway station in Novo-
sibirsk. 
(English translation by Jeremy Gaines) 



Gunter Metken 

Studio of the tropics 

~From the outside, ihe Amazon j1111gle resembles a myriad of 
petrified blisters and welts, amazr of green ulcers-as if the river 
landscape had undergone pathological mutation. But ·when 011e 
penetrates its inlllrior, emrrything changes ;from here the tangled 
mas.1 looks like a monumental 1111ivcrse. T'he fore.st is 110 lo11ger 
disorder 1111 earth; rather, it brings to mindthn1ew world ef some 
planet or other which has takm the place ef ours. 

As soon 4S the ':)le grows acwstom,d ta the horizon being s11 
near and 011e has overcome flu feeling ef oppressive suffocation, a 
c1Jmplicated sys{(m becomes visible. One begi11s to disti11g11ish 
between mperimposed layerings which, despite interrupted 
rnrfaces, deJpite la11glu Q{ r:wigs and branches, always manff est tlu 
same design - first, at eye level the top.1 of the plants and grasses, 
above them the whitish tnmks 1/j the trees ,md the lianaswhichfor 
a short period of time mjoy aspt,cefrccof,1l/vegctation; somewhat 
higher up the trunks disappear into the le;gy tops ef bmhes and 
shrubs /Jr in /he scarlet nd sea of blossom/ of wild bananas, tbc 
pacova; above /hem time reappeai; 011/y lo be lost ag11i11 in the 
leave.1 Qf the palmtrees. Fi11ally, they reappear whm their lower• 
most brmzches begi11 lo spread out hon'zontal{y, branches without 
leaves., but dripping in parasius, orchids and bromdi,t. And at the 
poir,t where the rye almost no longer reaches, rise wide c11polas <!l 
green leaves, of white,yellow, red and mauve coloured bwssoms. 
With astonishment the observer becQmes aware ofthefreshnm of 
the European spring. a spring. how1-•tJe1; w/Jl)u tremendous colour• 

Jul splendo11r bring, 11utumn to mind. 
These breeey layers are matched [Jy oth1rs - those which lie at 

our feet. For mu does not walk on the tUl:taljloar of this forest; 
rather, it is concealed u,uur a tangle of roots, shoots, mo.u a11d 
mllJIJYooms, and whenever one~ foot does "ot touch firm ground, 
one mm the risk of p!Imgi11g into the deplhs. n 

The chapter is called "The Forest" and appears in Triste 
troei~~ (Sad Tropics) (1955), the autobiogr.iphical 
travelogue by Claude Lcvi•Strauss with the subtitle 
,,Indians in Brazil~. During the thirties, anexped.itonhad led 
the French ethnologist through the Mato Grosso into the 
Amazon region . 

Based on this idea, and given the devast:ition which has 
taken place since that time, the initial objective of this 
workshop is as follows: "The Amazon is suitable for the project 
bmum it is here that nature ca11 brst be experienced in its virgin 
and stWage fomz, became there an antithesis to the big city emerges, 
bemuse the rain forest is a topic qf param01mt pJtblic interest a,zd, 
jiflal/y, because the problmlS ass11ciated with ec1111omic develop,. 
mrnt can best l,c tackled 011 site." 

And now the artists' response. From the mouth of a 
woodfired kiln in an archaic-looking tile·making workshop 
pour forth rudimentary clay figures whose only expression 
is conveyed by eye sockets and stumps of arms. Antony 
Gormley, sculptor of standardised peep le, shaped the first 
prototype figures himself. All others were created in col· 
laborat'ion with cabocl.os, the inhabitants of one of the favel· 
las in Porto Velho. They remind us offuneral ums., of pre· 
historic civilisations, also of the whole army buried with 
that ancient Chinese emperor near Xian. Above all, how-
ever, the sight of this anonymous mass - there are tens of 
thousands of them- remind us of the population explosion 
in Brazil. Where are these people to go, if not to the 
Amazon, the last deceptive Eldorado, people like those who 
dug this clay and kn~ded it here, were fed and remunerated 
for it, something that in these parts cannot be t-aken for 
granted. · 

A different response. Stuffed, glimmering piranhas float 
towar<ls us on pedestaJs. Their eyes are red-rimmed and 
bJood·thirsty, their sharp Jagged jaws gape. Murderously, 
enticing ly dangerous - this is how they can be bought at 
souvenir stands. Maria Pernanda Cardoso from Colombia 
arra;inged them in a way that would satisfy anyone's expect• 
ations of excitement in the jungle rivers. Even the big fish 

scales, commonly used up·country as nail files, have been 
layered to form grass snakes to fit the image the tourists 
have. Tbis is how clicMs steal the sho w from nature, which 
becomes invisible, and withdraws in its original form from 
the cities, away from the commerciaJly used river banks. A 
Selva, the grand rainforest of Levi-Strauss, of RugendHs, of 
Ma..'C.imilian, Prince of Wied and Karl von den Stcinen has. 
long become a myth, a mirage, substituted for by photogra-
phic and TV-screen illusions, which Pedro Romero from 
Spain shows up for what they are with his cabinet of mirrors. 
Christian Lapie brings the rainforest tight along with him 
from France in the shape of exotic jungle wallpaper for 
bathrooms and hotels and installs it like rolls oftorlet paper 
in from of plaster-of-Paris walls which are modeled in pink 
and green from lines of corrugated iron like in a film studio. 
Europeans, he probably wants to say, like to take cover 
behind tender visions in order not to be exposed to tropical 
reality, poverty, druglf, mord~r. 

'1\7e set out mi the road again, "Levi ·Strauss continues, "a11d 
f!Veryone tried not to lose sight of the back qf th,: person i11 front of 
him.for qftcr but afi:w metres it becomes impossible to keep your 
be,zrings and the }ores/ swallows up any cry for belp. O11e of the 
jul!gle's pec11liarities is that it seems to be dipped in a medium that 
is thicker th11n air; only tt weak glimmer of light pmctrates the 
green walls ,ind v11ices do not carry. Thi. lremendous sileme alone 
1110111d suffice to overwhelm the traveller if the dijfi.C11lties oj-
the path itself did 110/ already silmce him. Morale fuses with 
the physical state, calling forth an almost 1111bearabu fae!i11g q/ 
oppression. " 

Oppression which the painter Karin Lambrecht from 
Porto Alegre also sensed. Sbe first became familiar with the 
jungle in ... a Nature Reserve and sjnce then she has seen it 
for what it is - an illusion (for Walterci o Caldas from 
Mana us it is the low, both inexorable andileeting horizon, 
which is why he merges a lot of wooden r.cros into a 
moebius strip. Lambrecht's blue landscape Amazonia -
Ainozama reflects, read bad,...-wards and forwards, the two 
sides of the country, its poetry and the damp mourning 
which hangs down in front of it in the fonn of large leaf-
drops or tears made of rusty metal. In her opinion, the rain 
forest is not inviting but rather stifles people . Openings in 
the canvas allow us to look beyond it, into the imaginary 
realm - the actual forestaod the idea one has ofit. ln reality, 
rhis pictu re is a diptychon, the pages ofan opei1 book with 
margins, Amazon as liber natllrae, that bas long since ceased 
to resemble the original, a second•hand creati.on . 

First a nd Third Wor ld - Artists from Four Continents 

What has happened? No longer does the nature of the 
Amazon appear to be the subject of the workshop , but 
rather how one deals with it and how these changes, in tum, 
affect the inhabitants. lo so doing , attention shifts to focus 
on desperados such as the golddiggers on the Madeira River 
whose less than lucrative trade often covers up fo(moresub -
stantial drug--deali ng and money·laundering. Those diggers 
or dragas floating on pontoons which dredge the river up, 
sucking the sediment up to pan it for gold. Bill Woodrow 
cut the tops off six of the scoops and welded them imo a 
powerful conical landscape of stumps and diagon~!s. From 
the top cooe hangs a gold padlock and one can search for the 
rusty key to it among the warped, peeling hollow scoops 
below - an endeavour which roughly corresponds to a 
garimpeiro's chances of success. The entire structure recalls 
Rio de Janeiro's Sugar loa f Mountain silhouette and the 
lock tbc statue of Christ on the Corcovado. With an 
Englishman's typical understatement, a simile is created for 
the dua l gullibil ity of a certain section of Brazil - God and 
the Eldorado will put things right in the end, 

Raffael Rheinsbergal so struck gold on the Madeira River. 
At the end of the long snout through which the gold•con-
taining riverbed is sucked up are positioned hand ·fo rged 
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drill bits which, because of their basket shape made of zig-
zags, points and sharp blades are called ~Abacaxi" (pine-
apples). The artistarrangtd slightly less than a hundred such 
iron fruit to make a field no less beautifuJ and deceptiv,~ 
than the bogus Eldorado itself. 

So, ir is not forests or Indians which are the artists:' 
primary concern, nor is it ecology, but garimpeiros, th,~ 
members of the urban wilderness, the survival techniques of 
the poor. the metabolism of civilisation. Music and <lane•: 
are also a part ofit , orrheyare at least alluded co in Roberto 
Evangelista', procession of lights on g night of the fuJI 
moon on the Rio Negro and captured in colour photo-
graphs by Luiz Braga on the out-skirts of Belem. 

In other words, on site and given tbe reality facing it, th,: 
theme of the workshop has shifted. But that brings us to a 

fw1damental question: ls it even possjble to bring together 
artists from various fields and stylistic schools? Does it 
make any sense to confront them with Amazon, a multi-
farious reality which every person interprets according to 
his or herparticulaI point of view and which is judged com-
pletely differently ifit is your own country than it is by out-
siders? The question is highly controversial, in that it 
touches on two taboos of modernism, namely, ideological 
orientation and the commission. Yet, Arte Amazonas is ,1 

test case in another sense as well. Since the Paris exhibition 
"Les Magiciens de la Terre'' in the Centre Georges Pom-
pidou the question - wrongly put there - has been: Do 
an-ists in the First ai1d Third World work under the sam,~ 
conditions, is what rhey do in any way comparable or com-
patible? Do not the .1rt trade and the exhibition trade in 
North America and Europe bring forth u different type of 
work? 

If that is taken to mean professionalism or marketability 
(which is to say, that art becomes a commodity), then it rna:r 
in some cases be true. Generally speaking, however, it has to 

be said that the South American participants definitely hav,~ 
one foot in the United States or Europe and that this act of 
doing the splits ell.-ists in Brazil by definition, for that 
country is an advanced civilisation and a developin1; 
country at one and the same time. Since this dualism has 
become globally v-.1lid in the meantime and has not stopped 
shon of including Europe, at least in its eastern. parts, th,~ 
Arte Amazonas project is deft nitely symptomatic in nature; 
the cross-fertilization sets stimulating effects free, it multi-
plies the approaches. Even a relatively short workshop se-
duces one into being spontaneous and seizing hold only of 
specific things and has less to do with market motives and 
saleability. In rhis way, routine art practises are undermined., 
especially since well-known and less well-known artists an! 
working side by side and unconsciously enter i.nto stimu lat-
ing dialogue with one another. 

False Eldorado, Poradise Lost 

As far as the Brazilians are concerned, their way of dealing 
with the Amazon is not without a touch of self-irony. To 
someone like Emmanuel Nassar from Belem it seems as if 
his home, the welfare nnd plight of which has, somewhat 
hypocritically and not unselfishly, become an object of sud1 
concern fort he rest of the world, is being put on display lik,~ 
a circus sideshow. So, he fabricates an artificial animal con-
voy from the jungle using crates, grating, bars and image,s 
and thinks of himself as the artist who will jump through ;l 

hoop bearing his initials on command - only ostensibly a 
naive work, a trompe-l'oeil with a hidden meaning. 

For Brazilian artists who live in Rio, Sao Paulo or even 
further south, the equatorial regions are a long way off 
From a psychological point of view, the European may, for 
reasons of exoticism and ethnic contrast, if not out ofsheer 
curiosity, feel more strongly attracted by the Amazon than ;1 

souLhcrn Brazilian, for whom the region constitu tes an 
alienation of his or her own couoti;y, a rustortion of the 
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otherwise familiar. This is probably also the reason for the 
differences in conceptual approach to similar subjects. 
Tunga from Rio de Janeiro, for example, begins with an 
entomological odruty. A sexton beetle indigenous to the 
tropics which feeds on carrion, preferably of the human 
kind, builds little balls out of its own excrement and lays irs 
eggs in them. A perfect cycle, in other words, whicb the n.rtist 
attempts wittily to invert by juxtaposing the sweetsmelling 
world of art to tlme fertile fecc:5 and thcir stench. He builds 
large balls made of soap - the exotic aroma of a pc.fumed 
Amazon - and links them using real giant bugs whose legs 
and proboscis are artificially lengthened. It is a very baroque, 
very Brazilian idea. 

The disastrous sanitruyconditions in the north are point· 
ed up here with an ironic twist, from within, indirectly, 
whereas the cririqueofa European such as that of the Portu-
guese Juliao Sarmento comes from the outside and pro\tes 
to be more tangible, although he, too, makes use of a con-
ceptual model. He had a makeshift abode constructed from 
old wooden planks, thick boards, cardboard and tin. sin1ila.i; 
to those which serve to house the poor in the fuvelas. Burin 
this case the door is bolted shut. The result is a room in 
which one cannot set foot and into which you can only see 
through slits ru1d holes. You catch a glimpse of walls painted 
bright green onto which Sarmento's assistant scribbled graf-
fiti from life in the Amazon based on rus observations: 
weapons, beds, copulating couples, a strangled Jndio -male 
phantasies bred of violence and eroticism which trJnsfonn 
the onlooker into a voyeur, such as happens in Marcel 
Duchamp's later work Elam dotmes ... The floor is beaped 
with red earth from the .region and it is strewn with trash of 
the kind that can be found littering the streets and rivers. 
Filth and poverty, that is what has become of tbe Eldorado 
of the fortune-hunters. A critica.l view in the form of a peep-
show which dates back ro tlw old proscenium lheaLTe, 
except that what we see here is not a wonder of the world but 
one that reveals a paradise lost. 

Teatro Amazonia 

It is a paradise which probably never existed if one is to 
believe Pedro Romero's misc en scene with jts stage set-like 
design. By calling it Teatro Amazonia, he moves it into tl1e 
optical system of the opera houses in Mana us and Belem. It 
was here that the nouveau riche brought forth by the rubber 
boom at the turn. of the century pretended to be highly 
cultured, a culture built on the backs of cheap labour. In the 
meantime, exploitation has taken its toll on vast parts of 
nature. And only now, when iti,s already very late, is anyone 
beginning to worry about the climatic effects of such in-
cursions. Thus. Pedro Romero's forest, which is alluded to 
by a panoramic horizon of dead twigs and branches, is 
a theatre of illusions, behind which mUDdane political-
economic interests lurk. Everything here seems contra-
dictory. Scientists collect data on the last Indians still living 
in tribes, discover previously wlknown beet.le and butterfly 
species, but also mineral resources -and the excavation of 
the latter then eventually drives out, if not eradicates, the 
other two groups. A reign of terror, deforestation, and a 
bulging populntion are nll incorporated into this spectacle 
by the use of photos and press exposures, a spectacle which 
accordingly looks as paradoxical as the reality of Amazon 
itself. 

How is it otherwise possible to explain that Monrien 
Boonma from Thailand was barely able to procure any 
rubber sap here, even though the country's fabulous wealth 
between 1870 and the Fim World War was based on this 
secretion of the Hevea tree, from which rubber was pro-
duced. l n a sapped-out rubber tree, and fascinated bya trunk 
complete with a fishbone pattern of cuts m.ide to tap the 
imce, Montien carved out a hole which he filled with rubber 
milk: the trunk as the maternal womb, the placenta as the 



relinquishing the critical meaning of art and the perils of 
forfeiting the aesthetic sense of art - that is, if the object (and 
therefore the work of art) were to lose the specific, auto-
nomous niche set aside for it, thus a ligning art with philo-
sophical speculation or th e probing of scientific knowledge. 
\Vere this to be thec.1se, we should no longer have any need 
for it - and it is on these grounds that art has so often been 
dealt the death sentence . 

JI 

Curjously, at first sight, Arte Amazonas would appear to be 
set beyond these almost esoteric bounds . Since they have 
been invited to work on a "theme", the artists involved 
would apparently be required simply not to insist on the 
specific nature of the object of their know ledge, so as to 
make it an instrument of something beyond itself: nature . 
This would then be an instance of thematizing art in which, 
to begin witb, the very object is pan of a greater reality 
which, moreover, has such conspicuous political overtones 

tl1at all othet concerns must needs dwindle in its shadow . 
This is precisely where the dangers oflosing the meaning of 
an loom largest and most alarmingly. 

First and foremost, nature itself is, of course, a cultural 
feature, though few remember the fact. Reifying it, reducing 
it to a thing, is a misguided approach from which even (or 
perhap s especially) those most anxious to defend it are not 
exempt. Once reified - viewed as an object to be appro-
printed by a subject. albeit under the guise of intellectual 
fruition and with the prete."<t of preserving it and mankind 
into the bargain (the naive attitude that underpins much 
oment ecological militancy) - nature can. never be prised 
free from the petty-bourgeois str,1itjacket of romantic idyll. 
At best, one will never s tep beyond the strict bounds of 
laudable but innocuous and ineffective goodwill. We have 
already come far enough from Romanticism to know better. 
lt was thus of the utmost importance tlrnt the artists who 

were called on to make a st,atement on this theme should, 
from th e outset, resist the temptation offacile understand-
ing, and prove capable of presenting the spectator with 
something better than the traditiona l diche of nature as a 
lost (because aestheticized ) Arcadia or Eldorado of this kind 
which simply play on the heartstrings of the unwitting and 
serve to divert discussion down sterile byways. 

This exhibition, then, has a paradoxical proposal, since it 
reqwres the utmost rigour of tbe artists invo lved, virtually 
demanding of them the gift of ubiquity. It urges them to 

tread beyond their homeground without losing their foot-
hold on it, to give themselves up to anot her terrain without 
allowing themselves to be seduced by the enticing landscape 
that may be displayed to them. Considering the compound 
risk of thematizing art and reifying nature , this is a singu-
larly tough challenge for any contemporary artist. On the 
one hand, in acquiescing to work on the theme proposed , 
they were compelled tocorne to gripswith an ob ject outside 

the work of art and so risk forfeiting the meaning of art. On 
the other, once they had taken up the challenge and over-
come the first hurdle, they would have to tackle thcsecond , 
the tricky danger of reifying the nature-object, making it 
hollow and sapping its potentia l punch. Besides all this, 
each anist was, of course, expected to grapple with the 
conundrum in his own distina way. 

No expressive subje<,'tivism or stylistic voluntarism is 
implied in this "in his own distinct way", tl1oagh. Quite the. 
contrary: the works 011 display in this exhibition can be 
assessed and make sense LO the extent that each artist adopts 
a personal stance towards the parameters discussed above 
while striving to avo id the pitfolls of the theme selected . 
(The one exceptirm is, perhaps, El Anatsui who partially but 
deliberately reflects a cultural tradition remote from 

western arti~-tic postulates and must therefore be viewed 
from a different angle.) The stance embraced may well vary 
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- and the variation will indeed give one the precise measure 
of their inventiveness - but the artists shou ld at no point fail 
to allude to 1·he parameters as an explicit touchstone. Tbey 
must travel their own roads without losing sight of the com-
mon denominator that keeps the artist's activity distinct 
from the activities of the politician (or evenoftheaesthe te-

a fine distinction all too often neglected). 
ft will thus not be their concept of art alone that high-

lights rhe diversity of these artists·' palertes. The very notion 
of "nat ure" that informs each and every work will reveal 
approaches that are at tinles confl icting, not seldom openly 
opposed and rarely mutually compatib le. Even the fact of 
having worked in the same region, the Amawn (though 
dispersed in three very different cities, Belem, Manau s and 
Porto Velho, as well as in Yanoma.mi lndian territory) has 
failed to muffie the differences, no doubt the result of the 
heterogeneous cultural make-up of the group. Being more 
of a sign or symbol than an ob ject for appropriation, the 

Amazon will most likely find its way into their work less as 
raw material than :i.s a point of departure for reflection. 

rn 

Alternating between relatively pure stales or Lhe concrete 
and the conceptual (as one migbt ideally e_xpect io con-
temporary art) but also ranging: across a broad spectrum of 
possible perspectives on an extra-artistic object, Arte 
Amazonas presents a range of possibilities as extensive as 
the number of artists on display. Not for the hedonistic sake 
of variety (one can never over-emphasize the point that art 
is by no means an all-embracing menu for the customer to 
dip into to suit his taste), nor on account of the need (artistic 
or political?) to make a show of the difference, but rather 
because the very narure of the proposal (the treatment of a 
theme) requir es that the theme be debated, called into 
question and mul led over. This, indeed, is the true meaning 
of the diversity: the possibility of going so far as to doubt the 

object of analysis th rough an acutely critical approach. And 
as it is not merely art that is ar stake here but also what state-
ments it has to make about a particular t·heme, it would be 
strange if the exhibits themselves did not reflect the per-
plexity sutro unding the subject of the exhibition. 

Observation of Bill Woodrow's or Karin Larnbrecht's 

work, on the one hand, and the arr of Marina Abramovic or 
Waltcrcio Caldas , on the ot her, would suffice to point up 
the two extremes of artistic language and also to bring out 
tl1e clear disparity between the extra-artisti c concepts that 
inform them. Using fragments of machinery from the old 
Madeira-Mamore Railway, now an abandoned relic of rbe 
heyday of the Brazilian government's expansionist drive, 
Woodrow stresses rhe physical, phenomenal presence of the 
object he has wrought. Lambrecht, meanwhile, 11chieves 
similar effects through the use of earth, pigments and scrap 
materials, the value of the art produced residing as much in 
its immanent qualities as an aesthetic artefact as ih its sym• 

bolic force . These are works that provide .an immediate 
aesthetic experie nce, as do those of the Belem artist Emma-
nuel Nassar. who takes elements ofloca l popular culture as 
his raw materials, or the French artist Christian Lapic, who 
adds an "extra-Amazonian" element to his works by in-
corporating French wall-paper, inspired by the lllu.minist 
image of the tropics and Rousseau' s 'good savage'. 

On the other hand, the work ofWaltercio Caldas (despite 
his own frequent claim not to be conceptual given his 
delibemc shunning of metaphor) and of Abramovic be-
longs to a domain where it is ~bsrract discourse rather than 
physical presence that counts most. Their work sets up a 
feasible abstract situation as opposed to an instant aesthetic 
effect. lt constitutes n form of understanding, a concept, 
instead of things in their own right. and could well exem-

plify the opposite extreme in the spectrum covered by rhis 
e.'<hibition. That which exists docs so because it can be 



pondered, they seem to say, it is real because it can be 

conceived; it outreaches rhe mere physicality of objects 
our senses can apprehend. Just like the insects in Tunga 
and Mark Dion 's insta llations. Dion makes an obvious 

reference to the process of appropriating nature through the 
scientific means of representing reality. The action carried 

out around the object is as important, if not more so, 
than the object itself. Tonga, byway of contrast,marshals his 

insects in a field where the senses (sight, sme ll) only signify 
once they have been ftltered through a more complex 

framework c,f knowledge: geometrical references to 
Cartesian space, perfume elaborated by Jess for.ma! (but no 
loss rationaJ), more everyday and subtler knowledge. 

Maria Fernanda Cardoso can be said to occupy the 

middle ground. Her work produces a deliberately palpable 
(aesthetic) effect, accomp lished by explicit reference to two 
contrasting forms of cultural appropriation of nature. 

The piranha fish in her installati on are displayed in an 
«alienated" form, souve.nirs lO be snapped up by "civilised 

tourists" (representing a western mode of appropriation), 
starkly contrasting with th e utilitarian use to which the 

scales of the giant Amazon "pi rarucu" fish are put by local 
inhabitants (representing the native mode). The sarcastic, 

almos t crud tone of her art, redole nt of the atmosphere of 
Felix Droese's assemblage, makes ita. very diff erent kettle of 

fish from the work of Pedro Romero and Bjorn Lovin. They 
too employ local utilitary artefacts bur with a wholl y 

unironic attitude. Rather , the y-take a very positive, warm 
view of the co untless ways in which man in the tropics pre-
cariously copes with adverse conditions. The same brand of 

empathy is to be found in Ant o ny Gormley's approach to 
the local craftwork employed in his installation of clay 

figures, in Milton Becerra' s incursions into Yanomami terri -
tory, and in the sounds Rolf Julius recorded in Para State. 

There are certainly those who, like Nassar, have cho sen to 
steer clear of any reference to natural or "savage" outlooks or 

man, preferring to comme nt o n the patently urban elements 
they have encountered. This is definite ly the case with 
Juliao Sam1ento's wooden shack, Kazuo Katase 's flag and 
Rainer Goerss' burc,1ucratic assemblage, TheiJ con-

sp icuously non-natural , thoroughly human, cultured 

content (simi larly present in Loevin's art) can readily be 
detected by even the most unattentive observer. The same 
app lies to the topsy-turvy, contradictory, almost schizo-

phrenic world Nikolaus Nessler has pieced together which, 
besides the eminently graphic nature of his work (even 

when it is three-dimensioral), clearly translates the disquiet 

of a region where urban elements brashly contrast with non-
urban ones, and the uncultured all too often rubs grubby 
shoulders with the refined. The confrontation between 

man/cu lture and nature in this exh ibition is perhaps most 
undisguisedly expressed in the wor:.C of Montien Boonma 

and Pere Noguera, however. Th ey have chosen forthrightly 
to address the problems of man 's hostility toward the wor ld 

that surrounds him. 
Jn the field of photography-with exhibits by Miguel Rio 

Branco and Luiz Braga-the problem of thespccificityof art 

is posed in a particularly delicate manner, since photo-
graphy rarely manages to slough off the mimetic role it was 
born to perform and for which it was developed. One can-
not ignore the fact that it burgeoned under the dual aegis of 

Science (the came ra being no more than a replica of the 
structure of the human eye, a successful automaton, if you 

will) and Fine Art s (painting teaching it precious lessons in 

the intellectua l means of (re)constructing visible reality ). 
The solution has been to abandon photography as an auto-
nomous art form, incorporating it into less orthodox 
situations or, alternatively, to ;,ssume its inevitably 

documentary (mimetic) character . And frequently- as is the 
case in Arte Amazonas -the two solutions can be com bined . 

The exception to the quandaries and deadlocks that assail 

western artists (mentioned above) i, El Anatsui. Descend-
ing from a cultural tradition that has been affected by Euro-

pean presence but has shown itself politically capable of 
resisting who lesale assimilation, his workopenlydedares its 

ties with the craft tradition it is bound to. He does, however, 
make allowances, for he accepts the possibility of his work 

being appreciated on purely aesthetic grounds. This was an 
unp recedented phenomenon in his culture until European 

colonization because, to his people's minds, if artefacts 
could be deemed beautiful , they must first serve some useful 

purpose, albeit ritualisti c. Howev er that may be, the trunk 
he has sculpted, though designed for no immediately 

recognizable or acceptable utilitarian purpose, does at least 
serve as a symbol of a continent's cultural survival and, if 
you will excuse a minor sophism, ensures tl1e continuity of 

its traditions. 

IV 

Th ese, then, 'are a number of possible readings of Arte 
Ama zo nas. They may help one to come to terms with the 
way in which tlie exhibition has been assemb led from the 

combined efforts of each individual artist working with the 

means at his disposal and with the concepts that were the 
instruments of his handiwork before he even took up the 
tools of his trade , There is no need to search for some hymn 

to nature in Arte Amazonas. Those seeking to ferret out a 
poetic or bu colic but false vision of nature are either 
conn ing themselves (if they reckon to have found one) or 

else headed for disappointment (when they discover that 
they have hunted in vain). Fur if an is to be ascribed a 
critica l role that reaches beyond its own bounds, that role is 

to instil disquiet and sow doubt in questions that wouJd 
otherwise remain dormant and cloaked by the facile 

answers customarily proffered. For every such question one 
will probably find an artist de.nounc ing the impertinence of 

the ready-made solutions proposed. Io the present day, the 
most facile of them is the reification of nature, with 

everyone in all fields now franticly claiming to be its 
guardians , Even the most superficial observation would 

reveal thi s to be the stance of those advocating better pre-

servation in the present to reap better appropriation in the 
future. Those who really want to go in pursuit of nature in 

this exhibition wou ld be well advised to bear in mind that it 
is not nature but rather an entire cultural complex - and one 
of the riche st, that of art - that emerges from the work on 

display here. Nature was mereJy the terrain where these 
artists wandered and found material for wonder and 

reflection . 

(Eng lish translation by Mark Ridd) 
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